Hval, Ali. "Nearly symmetrical and definitely ostentatious." MFA (Master of Fine Arts) thesis, University of iv ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS I will forever cherish my years in grad school studying alongside friends and mentors at the University of Iowa; the past three years were critical to understanding my own work, reigning in my most pertinent influences, and making endlessly and without boundaries. I would like to thank TJ Dedeaux-Norris for helping me realize aspects of community involvement in my work, and Susan White for her generosity and countless life lessons. To my friends and fellow grad students, I thank Reid Dempsey for his candor, and for putting things into words that I could not, and Rachel Connell for daydreaming in the same direction as me. Last and definitely not least, I thank my parents for the eternal support in what I do. v PUBLIC ABSTRACT The works and murals presented in my MFA exhibition, "Nearly Symmetrical and Definitely Ostentatious," explore ideas of fast fashion, sensuality, and contemporary glamour through mediums of painting, ceramics, and sculpture. My rhinestone-bedazzled wall plates, oversized jewelry-like pieces, and painted spaces all play with the presence, presentation, and value of objects. Falling short of symmetrical, my flashy pieces seek to balance themselves in more playful and open spaces; flirtatious, attention-seeking, and deceptively superficial, they toy
Rhinestones, synthetic fabric, faux gold, and shimmering fabrics evoke specific material things, from luxuriously bedazzled iPhone cases, to bronze-plated, Anthropologie-esque candelabras, to hammered gold earring and necklace sets. My work is born from these sorts of consumerist things, unapologetically aware of the limitations and assumptions its materials and appearance conveys. From a young age I have been a miner, continually gleaning things from the world around me, relentlessly stockpiling observations through text and image. This culling from my world has manifested into many forms over the years: diaries written with glitter gel pens, sketchbook pages doused in fifty-cent craft pigments, and scrapbooks bursting with slick printed images, scalloped glitter edging, and puffy pearlescent paint. I have always been captured by the surfaces and materiality of these outlandishly beautiful things, even in their base cheapness, and the way they dazzle a viewer and strive to maintain such a pleasing, attractive demeanor. I have yet to abandon these pleasant looking things, for they influence the way I approach dressing myself, that which swarms my spaces, and the things I find attractive-all collections I have composed in order to discern the image I am projecting into or seeking in the world. My work, too, seeks to illustrate what I have encountered and the perspectives I've occupied in trying to understand these encounters.
My process spotlights how I establish relationships with the sheer amount of stuff I encounter and its absorption with my own sensibilities. I notice the way surfaces of textiles mingle, how retail purchases are packaged and presented, how soft color schematics found in makeup palettes undulate under florescent store lights, and the various ways jewelry and clothing are exhibited to be purchased online. The way products, interior spaces, and catalogues are tailored, presented, and comprehended, are relationships I record and take to the studio.
Unearthing source material from the stuff and relationships that flood my everyday experiences, I embellish tapering ceramic forms and macramé and fabric-wrapped piping to play with this idea of encountering. My work showily advertises to its audience, but refuses an answer. It playfully suggests, but does not explain. It waltzes in and out of familiar places. It frolics with fast fashion, sensuality, and gem-plastic glitz, reaching toward certain specificities but holding back when pinned, like all-too weighty jewelry on limbs, against whimsically painted walls.
My work implores to put on a performance, to writhe within a space. The macramé and ceramic "nubs," as well as the flashy, relief-like ceramic "wall plates," dance with decoration in From afar, they appear self-assured and proportional, but up close, their drooping, lopsided handles, less-than-smooth facades, and obvious asymmetry humbles them. The surface or covering of the object Photoshops whatever self-proclaimed blemishes the object has, illuding its perception.
I insist on refining my pieces with their surfaces, and thus hand-studding a piece with rhinestones without using guides or a laser grid, such a cheap, mass-produced material becomes more precious-the material becomes literally and visually weightier, incrementally, with each 
